
THE 20 PRINCIPLES OF KARATE 

 

 
 

Gichin Funakoshi was a karate practitioner who helped to introduce karate to the Japanese main islands. 

He penned his twenty principles to help karateka (karate students) build a better mental attitude. 

 

Karate begins and ends with rei. The word, rei, means to bow. Karate begins and ends with bowing. 

Bowing is a form of respect, not reserved for allies but also for opponents. 

 

There is no first strike in karate. Karateka do not go looking for a fight. They, instead, look for a 

chance to resolve a problem before it becomes an altercation and use their karate only as a last resort. 

 

Karate stands on the side of justice. When karate becomes a last resort, a karateka needs to 

understand how much force is needed to resolve a situation.  A karateka respects and abides by the law. 

 

First know yourself, then know others. It is as important to understand your own strengths and 

weaknesses, as it is to understand your opponents. 

 

Mentality over technique. Your attitude during kata, kumite and combat is more important than your 

choice of technique. 

 

The mind must be set free. Do not become set on one particular path. Be adaptable and open to 

options which are given to you by your opponent and by life. 

 

Calamity springs from carelessness. Take the time to prepare for training, mentally and physically. 

Carefully choose your words and actions. 

 

Karate goes beyond the dojo. Apply the aspects of dojo life, discipline, confidence, and intensity, to 

real life. The self improvement we do in the dojo does not stop when we exit the room. 

 

Karate is a lifelong pursuit. The way of karate is a way of self improvement, never cease in seeking 

the way. 

 

 



THE 20 PRINCIPLES OF KARATE 

 

 

 

Apply the way of karate to all things. Therein lies its beauty. Many of the principles on which 

karate is based, such as perseverance and perception, can help in all parts of day to day life. 

 

Karate is like boiling water; without heat it becomes tepid. Take the time to practice karate each day. 

Even if you can only practice for a small amount of time, it is better than letting your karate become 

stagnant. 

 

Do not think of winning. Think, rather, of not losing. In kumite students often seek the "finishing" 

blow without thinking of protecting themselves, in kata students often focus on perfecting their attacks 

when, instead, they should be improving the effectiveness of their blocks. 

 

Make adjustments according to your opponent. Each and every opponent is different, each has their 

own strengths and weaknesses. There is no perfect path to victory that will work against all opponents, 

each person requires their own path. 

 

The outcome of a battle depends on how one handles emptiness and fullness (weakness and 

strength). When looking for an opponent’s path, take measure of his strengths and weaknesses, and 

your own. One should push when pulled, and pull when pushed. Be strong when you are expected to be 

weak and weak when expected to be strong. 

 

Think of the opponent's hands and feet as swords. Do not underestimate the value of an opponent’s 

attack. Kumite partners need to respect each other’s attacks and defenses. 

 

When you step beyond your own gate, you face a million enemies. You must remain perceptive. 

Your karate needs to serve you equally in the dojo and in the street. 

 

Kamae (ready posture) is for beginners, later one stands in shizentai (natural posture). As your 

karate skills improve, seek to be able to use them regardless of the position you find yourself in when 

combat starts. 

 

Preform kata exactly; actual combat is another matter.  You must understand the kata and 

understand how the moves of the kata can be made effective in a combat situation. Do not recite kata to 

an enemy. 

 

Do not forget the employment and withdrawal of power, the extension or contraction of the body, 

the swift or leisurely application of technique. Use the appropriate amount of force, maintain 

awareness of your reach and adjust your speed based on the technique you are applying. 

 

Be constantly mindful, diligent and resourceful in your pursuit of the way. Remember that you are 

a karateka and need to create the time to practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


